GLEANINGS — December 29, A.D. 2013                                                                                                               "Thinking Ahead"

Setting: Our distant future. A world history class is in virtual assembly...

TEACHER: Ok, let's review: who rememembers what the substance called PAPER was? OK, I see your holohand, Mr. Iteeman...

STUDENT Iteeman: An organic material made of wood or fabric pulp, usually dyed white and pressed into thin sheets. It was used for calligraphy.

CLASS: (Virtual murmurs indicating that Iteeman gave an impressive answer)

TEACHER: Good textcloud answer, but keep in mind that in those centuries long before the turn of the myriannum, paper's use was not limited to that venerable art form, but extended to ordinary infopreservation purposes. Now here are a couple of curious facts for you. Who says history is boring? 

Thousands of years ago, sheets of various sizes of this dried pulpy substance, imprinted colorfully and evidently intended to grab the reader's intention, were carried by hand daily to ancient dwelling places. As far as we can tell, they were immediately discarded by the recipients along with other household trash. So the colorful pieces of paper delivered one day were discarded as rubbish the next day, having accomplished nothing that is readily apparent.

Why do I say discarded "the next day, you ask?" Well, the ordinary household vaporizer was unknown then. In those primitive days, waste was still being physically transported to common locations set apart for that purpose, even as we find was done in Bible times. Trash disposal took more time and effort.

STUDENT: Well a person living in, say, the year 2014 was not very far removed from Bible times!

TEACHER: From our perspective, yes! But much like you know-it-all teenagers, the Church of those times was convinced that it had reached maturity, and that the Lord's return in glory to destroy the last enemy, death itself, was close at hand. That hypothetical A.D. 2014 believer didn't see himself as part of the early church, and probably could not have imagined the extent to which Christ's kingdom on Earth has advanced since his brief earthly life ended.

STUDENT: Is it true that most people didn't reach even their first centenary back then?

TEACHER: Indeed it is. But let's not get sidetracked. The great Longevity Parabola, which we date from about the time of Moses' prayer in the 90th Psalm until Providence began to restore the average human lifespan to a duration closer to that of antediluvian times is a subject for another day. 

Your homework assignment is to thoughtrecord an essay which offers your speculations about that strange use of printed paper we just discussed. What was the nature of this social phenonemon? It remained quite prevalent until well into the 21st century Anno Domini when paper was still commonly used. Was it a ritual of some kind? Did it serve some purpose in antiquity which is lost to us, as are some aspects of the mechanics of the old internal combusion engine? Let me know what you think. 

To earn extra credit, define these archaic words: DOCUMENT, INK, and PAPERBOY.

